
Hey there!  Good day to you!  How was your week? I hope it was pretty great.  I realize that all
of these weeks can easily start to blend together, I know they have for me.  As we run headlong
into the final weeks of school, it almost feels like little else is going on in the world except just
pushing through until summer, when we can take a breather and relax for a bit.  Tunnel vision
takes over a bit, and it becomes harder and harder to take a look at the larger world.  I really,
REALLY can’t wait for summer, and neither can Jarrod. He especially needs a break from the
near relentless pace he’s been on for the last year with school, he claims that he’s going to
hibernate for about a week when he finally gets a break from it all.  Anyway, enough of that, let’s
get into the lesson for the day.

America is many things - a republican democracy; a capitalist hellscape; a weird duality of
freedom and oppression; both open and closed minded about many things; richest country in
the world; the list goes on and on.  But one thing that we are definitely known for is the fact that
we love violence.  We glorify it.  Think of our most popular media and reflect on how much of it
revolves around solving issues by punching, kicking, shooting, and exploding them.  Guns are
viewed as a reflection of how “tough”, “cool”, or “manly” you are, and have been used by our
pop culture heroes for decades to save the day.  We have more guns than people in America,
for cryin’ out loud!  Our police are given seminars on how to be “warriors” when doing their job,
encouraged to approach interactions with an aggressive, violent intent.

This focus on violence has been around since the beginning of our nation, something I’ve
touched on before.  The early settlers came across to find their fortune, and to do this, they
needed to claim land.  They would initially try to do so with (sometimes very fraudulent)
negotiations, but didn’t object to resorting to violence if they didn’t get their way.  Then we
violently rose up against the British monarchy to become independent, then began violently
spreading our way across the nation in order to claim as much land as possible in our name.
Texas, in particular, had several very violent encounters on our way to becoming independent of
Mexico, before finally becoming a state.  Then the Civil War happened, states violently rising up
against each other.  It’s almost like our history is defined by violence.  However, many other
nations, like France and England, also have histories steeped in blood and subjugation, as it
was their template that guided the actions of early Americans, and they don’t have the issues
we have regarding glorification of violence, mass shootings, unchecked police brutality, etc.
Why is that?

Do we still view ourselves as rebels, holding onto violence because we may need access to it in
case we need to rebel again?  I’ve talked to people who do, indeed, see this as the case.  “We
were born as violent rebels and that’s who we always will be.  Anything else is un-American!” is
the message I’ve gotten.  Are there other motives? Part of the “American Spirit” is the idea of
freedom, and that idea has grown to mean “no one can tell me what to do”, and the obvious
remedy to being told “what to do'' is through violence, as we did so long ago with King George.
I’m not saying that violence is never justified - if someone is closing in with the intent to do you
or someone you care for harm, I think it would be appropriate to use violence, enough to nullify
the immediate threat.  That right there is the problem we’re seeing with the police, actually.
They are taking violent action against real or perceived threats, but the violence they invoke is



not proportional to the threat.  The default is becoming “respond to threats with deadly force”,
which is saddening and frightening and is totally in line with the “warrior” training I mentioned
earlier - if you are a warrior, then those who oppose you are enemy combatants and must be
put down swiftly and brutally, and what better way to do that than to just shoot them a few
times?

I don’t think that we are a fundamentally evil society, and I think that the number of us who are
averse to jumping to a violent response outweighs the number who aren’t, but our culture is still
steeped with the idea that violence is an appropriate, and often cool, response.  Bad guy doing
some bad things?  Why bother trying to talk to him, see where he’s coming from, and try to
repair the situation when you can just punch the bad out of him?  This glorification is, I think,
why we have been seeing such a rise in mass shootings and police shootings.  Might makes
right, we are taught, and the ends justify the means, so why wouldn’t they see killing others as a
legitimate way to address a grievance?  It’s what we’ve always done, after all.

That’s it for today, you guys.  I think I’ve gotten all of my points across for now, and I’ll leave you
to ponder this on your own.  Until next week, stay safe!
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